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**Introduction**

The ability to extract and present information in a meaningful way is vital to business success. Regardless of where they sit within an organization, people need the ability to transform data into actionable insight. Executives need aggregated data that captures a complete view of the company and its operations if they are to measure performance and respond proactively to changes in the marketplace and the industry. Managers, teams, and individuals need the ability to find, share, and use information from across all areas of the business to perform tasks effectively and monitor business operations. Finally, in this era of regulatory scrutiny, effectively managing compliance activities across the company requires a continuous flow of information and streamlined reporting activities.

Simply put, if companies are to make smart, fast decisions, they need business intelligence tools that deliver the right information to the right people at the right time. This white paper discusses how business intelligence capabilities available with Microsoft Dynamics™ GP can make informed decision making a natural part of people’s everyday work experience, whether they are working on the strategic, the tactical, or the operational level.

Microsoft Dynamics GP can provide organizations with a wide range of reporting and analysis tools and applications; some are delivered as part of the core Microsoft Dynamics GP solution, while others are offered as additional products that extend Microsoft Dynamics GP. These tools and applications can provide:

- An integrated platform and applications
- A secure and personalized user experience
- A collaborative environment
- A comprehensive, cost-effective solution

To highlight how Microsoft Dynamics GP business intelligence capabilities equip organizations to make smart decisions, we have organized these capabilities around three core business activities:

**Monitor.** Accurately monitoring current activity, comparing it to historical activity or plans, is essential to keeping business on track.

**Analyze.** Looking deeply at the information retrieved during the monitoring phase, with ready access to details, helps businesses understand why data/information/results are what they are. Robust analysis capabilities enable the actionable insight needed to change the direction of a negative trend or take further advantage of a positive trend.

**Plan.** Budgeting, forecasting, and planning are closely tied to monitoring and analysis. To remain competitive, companies need to compare plans to actuals, analyze that information, make the necessary adjustments, and then take action to move forward.
Monitor

Business performance depends on the ability to track activities that span financial transactions to performance reports to compliance records. Accurate monitoring requires a wide range of integrated capabilities. Microsoft Dynamics GP delivers these monitoring capabilities to provide organizations with the comprehensive view of the information they need.

Inquiries and Audit Trail Records

Inquiry windows within Microsoft Dynamics GP enable users to review information for several types of records. They can select the record or records they want to view and specify the order for displaying the records. For example, in the General Ledger Detail Inquiry window shown below, users can select a General Ledger account and a year to view information about the account. They can then click the link on the Account field to view the account transaction distributions that have been linked with other distributions.

Microsoft Dynamics GP also provides an audit trail record that makes it easy to trace a transaction from any point within the system back to the location where it was originally entered. After entering a transaction, users can trace it from its point in Microsoft Dynamics GP to the source document that provided the basis for the transaction—such as an invoice, check, or receipt—as well as obtain a precise record of where the transaction was posted as it made its way through the Microsoft Dynamics GP system.

Business Alerts

Business Alerts uses Microsoft® SQL Server™ to monitor business data and deliver fast access to business-critical information, which enables your organization to make quicker, more informed decisions to improve your business success.

For example, suppose that a salesperson or manager wants to be notified when a customer’s credit limit
has been exceeded. In that case, they can use the Business Alert wizard, shown below, to create a query that compares the credit limit amounts to the current amounts for customers.

![Business Alert wizard](image)

The wizard can also be used to set up the schedule for the alert—that is, when, how often, and for how long a user wants Microsoft Dynamics GP to check whether the conditions defined exist.

![Schedule Alert](image)
After a business alert has been created and activated, the conditions will be checked according to the schedule the user set up. Whenever the alert condition is found, an e-mail message is sent to people or groups specified by the user, as shown below.

Microsoft FRx

The standard financial performance management application for Microsoft Dynamics GP. Microsoft FRx® helps organizations control their entire financial reporting process and makes it easy to manage and distribute critical financial reports that businesses depend on to run effectively. Reports built using Microsoft FRx include Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Statement of Cash Flows, budget versus actual reports, or any other financial report that includes amounts from General Ledger.

The key to flexibility in Microsoft FRx is an easy-to-use system of three basic building blocks: row format, column layouts, and reporting trees. Users can define these building blocks to meet specific needs and then can save and re-use them to create business-essential reports. Custom fonts, formatting, and formulas stay with the report, maintaining the professional, boardroom-quality appearance of reports—such as the one shown below—no matter how often they are updated or modified.
Row format. Working within the General Ledger module, users can select individual accounts, a range of accounts, or a list of noncontiguous accounts to be included in a report. They can also define totals, calculations, and if/then parameters. Wild Cards automatically recognize and include new General Ledger account numbers, ensuring that reports are up to date. They can even create, name, and reuse account sets across multiple reports to simplify creating and maintaining reports.

Column layout. Include period information, actual or budget balances, and other types of data in a report—either from General Ledger or another data source such as a spreadsheet. Users can apply calculations across columns, making it easy to identify variances, projections, or percentages.

Reporting trees. Create a hierarchical picture of your organization to understand or change your organizational and reporting structures. A powerful auto-build function constructs reporting trees in seconds—directly from your chart of accounts. Drag-and-drop functionality makes it easy to create alternative structures and multiple rollups of various accounts without having to make modifications to your general ledger or chart of accounts. With effective dating, users can apply several different reporting trees for different periods of time—all within a single report. In addition, the Microsoft FRx DrillDown™ Viewer enables users to drill down into the different parts of the organization represented in the reporting tree; for example, they can drill down into unique account balances that make up the summary totals and into the detailed transactions that provide all the necessary data. Finally, security settings enable administrators and others to limit viewing rights at the unit level of your organization, helping ensure that users can view only the information for which they are responsible.

Microsoft FRx reports can be exported to Microsoft Office Excel® PivotTable® and PivotChart® formats, enabling fast, accurate analysis of information. A familiar spreadsheet look and feel makes it easy for anyone with appropriate privileges to create customized reports quickly. Tight integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP helps eliminate time-consuming processes for updating and maintaining reports. Multiple report formats and distribution techniques help ensure that the right financial information is delivered to the right people. Just as important, custom security settings can be established to help ensure that information is accessed only by users with secured rights.
Microsoft FRx gives organizations the control needed to understand where the business stands financially at any time. Your people can make important, proactive decisions to address your economic highs and lows, without having to wait until the books are closed.

With Microsoft FRx, your company can transform the creation, organization, distribution, and consumption of its financial information into a streamlined, comprehensive process. Using Microsoft FRx Report Manager, people can quickly pull together all the various documents needed to deliver customized, comprehensive financial information to recipients across your organization. A clear and simple user interface guides users through the creation of report books, a process that can be accomplished in a few logical steps. With Microsoft FRx Report Server, reports can be scheduled to run automatically during off-peak hours or whenever schedules dictate. Users can choose from a variety of traditional or graphical output options, including Microsoft FRx DrillDown Viewer files, formatted Office Excel or other spreadsheet files, ASCII, online analytical processing (OLAP), or extensible business reporting language (XBRL). They can post their reports to the Web using Microsoft FRx WebPort, send them via e-mail, or print them for manual delivery.

Crystal Reports

Transform data into interactive Web documents and presentation-quality reports in Office Excel, Microsoft Office Word, and other Microsoft Office system applications. A stand-alone report writer, Crystal Reports in Microsoft Dynamics GP offers user-defined functions that help your organization maintain control over report logic, formatting, and data selection, making it easy to analyze information and foster smart decisions.

Design reports quickly and easily. Save time and effort for designing reports—including Gantt charts, cross-tab reports, drill-downs, summaries, Gauge charts, customized views of OLAP grids, and funnel charts—with customizable templates, reusable objects, the Format Painter wizards, and a drag-and-drop
Build compelling data views. Tailor the look of reports by adding logos, pictures, shapes, and colors. Take advantage of customizable templates and more than 100 other formatting options.

Maintain a smooth flow of data. Import data from multiple sources, transform it with powerful, easy-to-use tools, and then publish reports to standard formats, including XML, PDF, and ODBC.

Write less code. Integrate dynamic information into Microsoft .NET, Java, and Com Web applications quickly with simplified report application server APIs and a custom Java tag library.

Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services

To be successful in today's competitive marketplace, organizations need to extend information beyond the walls of their organization and smoothly interact with customers, partners, and suppliers in real time. Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services enables organizations to transform valuable enterprise data into shared information for insightful, timely decisions at a lower total cost of ownership. Microsoft Dynamics GP expands report-writing flexibility with more than 75 out-of-the-box SQL Server Reporting Services reports. Plus, administrators can deploy SQL Server Reporting Services reports using a straightforward deployment wizard.

SQL Server Reporting Services is a comprehensive, server-based solution that enables the creation, management, and delivery of both traditional, paper-oriented reports and interactive, Web-based reports. An integrated part of the Microsoft business intelligence framework, SQL Server Reporting Services combines the data management capabilities of SQL Server and Windows Server® with familiar and powerful Microsoft Office system applications to deliver real-time information that support daily operations and drive decisions.

Integrated Architecture. SQL Server Reporting Services supports a wide range of common data sources, such as OLE DB and ODBC, as well as multiple output formats such as familiar Web browsers and Microsoft Office system applications. Using Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET and the .NET Framework, developers can leverage the capabilities of their existing information systems as well as connect to custom data sources, produce additional output formats, and deliver to a variety of devices.
Full Reporting Life Cycle Support: SQL Server Reporting Services supports the full reporting life cycle, including:

- **Report authoring.** Report developers can create reports to be published to the Report Server using Microsoft or other design tools that use Report Definition Language (RDL), an XML-based industry standard used to define reports.

- **Report management.** Report definitions, folders, and resources are published and managed as a Web service. Managed reports can be executed either on demand or on a specified schedule, and are cached for consistency and performance. SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services now enables administrators to use the Management Studio to organize reports and data sources, schedule report execution and delivery, and track reporting history.

- **Report delivery.** SQL Server Reporting Services supports both on-demand (pull) and event-based (push) delivery of reports. Users can view reports in a Web-based format or in e-mail messages.

- **Report security.** SQL Server Reporting Services implements a flexible, role-tailored security model to protect reports and reporting resources. The product includes extensible interfaces for integrating other security models as well.

Key Reporting Scenarios. SQL Server Reporting Services combines a single, complete reporting platform with a scalable and extensible architecture to meet a wide variety of reporting needs, including:

- **Enterprise reporting.** Enterprises can use Reporting Services for their operational reporting or business intelligence applications. Using Reporting Services, corporate IT staff can design a variety of reports and deploy them to individual throughout the enterprise.

- **Ad hoc reporting.** SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services includes Report Builder, a new ad hoc reporting tool that enables business users to create their own reports and explore corporate data. Report Builder incorporates a user-friendly business query model that enables users to build reports without deep technical understanding of the underlying data sources.
- **Web-based reporting for partners and customers.** Organizations can deploy interactive Web-based reports to deliver information to customers or partners over extranets of the Internet. Reporting Services isolates report consumers from the complexity of the underlying data sources, while providing personalization and interactivity.

- **Embedded reporting.** Organizations can access predefined or ad hoc reports from third-party applications that use Reporting Services and use these reports as-is, customize them, or create new ones for specific business needs.

**Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Report Pack**

To make it easy to get started with SQL Server Reporting Services, Microsoft Dynamics GP offers the SQL Server Report Pack, a set of predefined report definition files and sample reports that work with the Microsoft Dynamics GP sample database. The Report Pack can be downloaded at the Microsoft Download Center. Each report can be downloaded and viewed separately; sample reports can be used as templates for designing new reports.

Users can take the report definition files and, with only minor configuration changes, have them work against your existing Microsoft Dynamics GP environment. If people choose to use these reports against your existing Microsoft Dynamics GP application, they should be aware that they bypass the Microsoft Dynamics GP application security layer and will require the user to have SQL access privileges to all views and tables in the Microsoft SQL Server database that contains the Microsoft Dynamics GP data. This sample database is based on the sample database that is included with Microsoft Dynamics GP, with some minor modifications.

The following table describes the sample reports included in the SQL Server Report Pack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commissions Report</td>
<td>This Receivables Management report shows sales commissions by territory,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>salesperson, and year. A territory can be expanded to view sales commissions by a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>salesperson, and a year can be expanded to view quarterly commissions by territory. A sales summary graph displays annual sales by territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Profitability Report</td>
<td>This Receivables Management report shows sales, total profit, and gross margin percentage per customer for the year selected. Customer ID can be expanded to view the sales, total profit, and gross margin percentage by document number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory Value by Site Report</td>
<td>This Inventory Control report shows a bar graph of the value of inventory by site and the total inventory value for the company. Users can then drill through by clicking an inventory site bar to display the Inventory Value by Site and Item Number Report to view items and their total value for that site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Quantity Back Order Report</td>
<td>This Inventory Control report shows the quantity of items that are back ordered, quantities that are allocated to purchase orders, and item quantities available for all sites. Each item number can be expanded to display item quantities for all sites. Users can also drill through by clicking the Qty on PO link to display the Quantity on Purchase Order Report to view information about the items allocated to each purchase order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Purchase Orders Report</td>
<td>This Purchase Order Processing report shows purchase orders that have not been closed or canceled per vendor or for all vendors. The number, status, and date of each purchase order are displayed in a list view, along with the vendor assigned to the purchase order. Each purchase order can be expanded to display the line items and the status of each line item. You can also drill through by clicking on the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quantity Shipped link to display the Purchase Order Receipts Report to view the quantity remaining to be shipped.

Open Sales Orders Report
This Sales Order Processing report shows a list of unposted sales orders for a range of customers. The sales order number, the date of each sales order, customer information, the requested ship date, and the amount remaining on the order is displayed in a list view, along with the salesperson assigned to the order. Each purchase order can be expanded to display the line items and specific information about each line item.

Work Center by Weeks - Employee Capacity Report
This Manufacturing report shows the available work centers and the employee capacity of each work center by weeks. Users can drill through by clicking on the weekly graph for each work center to display the Manufacturing Orders for Work Center report, which displays the manufacturing orders assigned to the work center. Customer names, customer priority, and manufacturing priority also are displayed.

Work Center by Weeks - Machine Capacity Report
This Manufacturing report shows the available work centers and the machine capacity of each work center by weeks. Users can drill through by clicking on the weekly graph for each work center to display the Manufacturing Orders for Work Center report to view the manufacturing orders assigned to the work center. Customer names, customer priority, and manufacturing priority also are displayed.

**Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Wizard**
The Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Wizard, shown below, simplifies deployment for additional SQL Server Reporting Services reports. Included with Microsoft Dynamics GP 10.0, this wizard offers step-by-step instructions for connecting to the server containing the Microsoft Dynamics GP data, selecting a database and module(s), and defining the location where reports will be deployed.
SQL Server Reporting Services reports include the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTIONAL AREA</th>
<th>REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Order Processing (POP)</td>
<td>• POP Back Ordered Items Received&lt;br&gt;• POP Received/Not Invoiced&lt;br&gt;• POP Purchase Order Status Detailed&lt;br&gt;• POP Purchase Order History Report – Detailed&lt;br&gt;• POP Receiving Trx History Report – Detailed&lt;br&gt;• POP Expected Shipments by Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivables Management (RM)</td>
<td>• RM Quick Detail Aged Trial Balance&lt;br&gt;• RM Detail Historical Aged Trial Balance&lt;br&gt;• RM Accounts Due Report&lt;br&gt;• RM Sales Summary Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Order Processing (SOP)</td>
<td>• SOP Inventory Sales History Report&lt;br&gt;• SOP Sales Transaction Detail History Report&lt;br&gt;• SOP Sales Distribution Detail History Report&lt;br&gt;• SOP Document Status Report&lt;br&gt;• SOP Document Analysis Report&lt;br&gt;• SOP Document Analysis Report by Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Ledger</td>
<td>• Trial Balance Detail&lt;br&gt;• Trial Balance Summary&lt;br&gt;• Cross Reference by Journal Entry&lt;br&gt;• Cross Reference by Source Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory Management</td>
<td>• Inventory Purchase Receipts&lt;br&gt;• Inventory Stock Status Report&lt;br&gt;• Inventory Purchase Advice Report&lt;br&gt;• Inventory Sales Summary History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payables Management (PM)</td>
<td>• Vendor Summary Analysis&lt;br&gt;• PM Historical Aged TB – Detail&lt;br&gt;• Vendor Cash Requirements&lt;br&gt;• PM Transaction History Detail&lt;br&gt;• PM Aged TB – Detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll – US</td>
<td>• Earnings Register&lt;br&gt;• Department Wage and Hour Report&lt;br&gt;• Employee Wage and Hour Report&lt;br&gt;• Payroll Summary&lt;br&gt;• Vacation/Sick Time Available List&lt;br&gt;• State Wage Report&lt;br&gt;• Check History Report&lt;br&gt;• Employee Pay History Report&lt;br&gt;• Reprint Check Registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
<td>• TA Attendance Detail by Employee&lt;br&gt;• Benefit Enrollment by Employee&lt;br&gt;• TA Employee Attendance Summary&lt;br&gt;• Benefit Enrollment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Bank Reconciliation**          | ● Checkbook Register  
|                                  | ● Undeposited Receipts Report  
|                                  | ● Bank Transaction History Report  
| **Fixed Assets (FA)**            | ● FA Depreciation Ledger  
|                                  | ● FA Depreciation Detail  
|                                  | ● FA Fixed Assets to General Ledger Reconciliation  
|                                  | ● FA Additions  
|                                  | ● FA Retirements  
|                                  | ● FA Period Projection Report  
| **Project Accounting (PA)**      | ● PA Detailed Trial Balance  
|                                  | ● PA Projects in Progress  
|                                  | ● PA Project Cost Breakdown  
|                                  | ● Pre-Billing Worksheet -CP/FP  
|                                  | ● PA PBW CP/FP  
|                                  | ● PA PBW Fee  
|                                  | ● Pre-Billing Worksheet -T&M  
|                                  | ● PA PBW T&M  
|                                  | ● PA Monthly Utilization  
| **Manufacturing**                | ● Picking Report Multi-bin – Item Number  
|                                  | ● Picking Report – Item Number  
|                                  | ● MO/PO Links Report Sort by Vendor  
|                                  | ● Item Standard Cost Changes History  
|                                  | ● BOM Detail Report  
|                                  | ● BOM Report with Standard Costs  
|                                  | ● Job Detail  
|                                  | ● Traveler Report  

*Note: This list of SQL Server Reporting Services reports for Microsoft Dynamics GP is subject to change.

**Microsoft Business Portal**

Microsoft Business Portal gives employees access to the specific information and tasks they need to do their jobs, based on their roles within your company. Roles are user categories that group users with similar job functions.

Business Portal 4.0 utilizes Windows® SharePoint® Services 3.0 navigation to enable cleaner navigation throughout Business Portal and Windows SharePoint Services. Built on Windows Server 2003, Windows SharePoint Services provides a single workspace for teams to coordinate schedules, organize documents, and participate in discussions both within the organization and over the extranet. Windows SharePoint Services also provides a flexible, scalable foundation platform for building Web-based business applications. Windows SharePoint Services is required for Business Portal and a co-requisite for Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007. Several Business Portal features are available when Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 is installed, including two new Sales dashboards, Search, the Business Data Catalog, Reports Center, and any workflow that people choose to create.
Role-center pages within Business Portal serve as navigation to groups of role-related items. People can use each role-center page as a starting point to access role-tailored information and tasks. For example, the Executive Center, shown below, enables key decision makers to obtain high-level information and drill down to details for business metrics.

Business Portal entities are generally available through Result Viewer Web parts. Microsoft Office SharePoint Server and Business Portal Web service data surface through Business Data Web parts to present current data from the back office. For example, the Customer Summary page, shown below, delivers fast, organized access to current customer information from across Microsoft Dynamics GP.
Query pages within each of the Business Portal role centers provide access to information stored in your back office system. For example, the Finance Center includes the Financial Queries page and the Sales Center includes the Sales Queries page. Business Portal queries can also be modified to include information specific to your organizational needs. Query results can also be exported to Office Excel for further analysis.

Web service data cannot be queried when using the Office SharePoint Server version of the portal. Web service data can only be surfaced via Search results and portal Web parts. For example, a Web part might list all customers. Filters used behind the scenes can be set to list only customers in the state of North Dakota. Every user who opens the page with this Web part sees only customers located in North Dakota. Users can engage additional filters to narrow the list even further—for example, customers in Fargo or in Grand Forks.

Below is an example of a Business Data List Web part with filtering used on Web service data.

Key Performance Indicators

Respond proactively rather than reactively to business conditions with fast access to business measurements. Key performance indicators (KPIs) in Microsoft Dynamics GP deliver standard business metrics that give managers an easy-to-read assessment of the financial health of the organization. Available through Business Portal, KPIs enable people to make fast decisions based on accurate, current information.

KPIs also can indicate when specified values reach a certain point if warning and critical alert ranges have been defined. An alert range is a range of variation—expressed as a percentage—above or below a target value.

Business Scorecard Manager

Business Scorecard Manager 2005 is a comprehensive, Web-based scorecard and dashboard application that provides deep contextual insight into business drivers. Business Scorecard Manager helps put information in context and link corporate strategy to line-of-business (LOB) actions, reporting on organizational performance in both financial and non-financial terms. Scorecards are designed to
articulate strategy and convert it into specific, measurable goals and to monitor progress towards their achievement. Business Scorecard Manager smoothly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics GP modules to complement existing functionality.

The Business Intelligence Foundation for Microsoft Dynamics GP includes components designed to deepen business insight. Analysis Cubes, a component of the Business Intelligence Foundation, enable out-of-the-box interoperability with Microsoft Dynamics GP Business Scorecard Manager, delivering the benefits of the Scorecard application with a limited level of investment.

Business Scorecard Manager offers a solution that complements Business Portal in Microsoft Dynamics GP. The two solutions are both portal-based business intelligence offerings that provide anytime, anywhere access to business data. They each address different business needs and organizations can use one or both in orchestration.

Both Business Scorecard Manager and Business Portal offer KPI functionality. The solutions were designed for two different purposes, however, so the KPIs in each solution address different needs. The KPIs offered with Business Portal are designed for measuring data hosted in Microsoft Dynamics GP. Therefore, if a business wants to focus on monitoring the data coming only from Microsoft Dynamics GP, Business Portal KPIs are the best choice. The KPIs offered with Business Scorecard Manager are designed with a broader scope in mind. They allow for creation of KPIs that are based on consolidated data from a variety of sources and that can encounter multiple data types, including data from multiple systems or from multiple Microsoft Dynamics GP companies. KPI functionality available with Business Scorecard Manager is ideal for companies that need a more comprehensive solution.

The deciding factor should be what data an organization wants to start with and what it wants to achieve. In many cases, businesses need capabilities offered by both solutions. The interoperability of Microsoft Dynamics GP with Business Scorecard Manager offers the best of both worlds: a streamlined portal experience that encompasses a broad variety of needs. For example, combining and surfaced multi-source Business Scorecard Manager KPIs with Business Portal KPIs help increase portal user penetration. As shown below, KPIs can be delivered to an even broader audience throughout the organization, without jeopardizing the familiar portal look and feel for traditional Microsoft Dynamics GP users.
Analyze

To turn that information into forward-thinking insight—for example, the insight needed to change the direction of a negative trend or take advantage of a positive trend—businesses need robust analytic tools. Microsoft Dynamics GP provides three powerful analysis and reporting tools that fuel this kind of business intelligence.

SmartList

SmartList in Microsoft Dynamics GP enables people to organize and present data from the accounting system in a way that makes sense to them. They can display lists of records from a specific category, such as Customers or Purchase Orders, as well as apply search criteria to limit results to only the records of interest. They can even determine which columns should be displayed, as well as the order of the columns.

SmartList searches can be added as a SmartList favorite, so that they can easily be rerun. The search results can be exported to Office Excel or Office Word. These features make SmartList an excellent tool for creating ad hoc reports.

Exporting to Office Excel or Office Word is as easy as opening a SmartList favorite and clicking a single button. The data is automatically formatted appropriately so no cleaning up is necessary. Distributing data using the Microsoft Office system, the world’s most widely used office productivity suite, ensures that employees who need access to back office data can obtain it easily and reliably and analyze it in an environment that they are already used to. You can include spreadsheets or Office Word documents as attachments to e-mail messages or embed the data within the message.
Microsoft Office Excel-Based Reports

Decision makers who want to perform ad hoc queries on Microsoft Dynamics GP data without logging into the system can now work with Office Excel report templates, which are based on the data that can be found in more than 200 SmartList favorites. Reports can be stored on Office SharePoint Server 2007 or another shared network location for easy access and instantly refreshed at any time to ensure data is current.

With Office Excel 2007 Services, a component of Office SharePoint Server 2007, all your Excel-based reports, spreadsheets, and pivot tables can be stored in a centralized, Web-based location—helping ensure that people are using and sharing a real-time view of data.

Analysis Cubes

Analysis Cubes in Microsoft Dynamics GP enables people to take full advantage of SQL Server Analysis Services by providing out-of-the-box preconfigured OLAP cubes. Analysis Cubes provides virtually unlimited ways to look at data with powerful interactive analysis.

Data can be utilized in a number of different ways:

- Office Excel Pivot tables can use a cube as a data source.
- The Office Excel Add-in for Analysis Services can be used to build interactive dashboards as well as tailored reports.
- SQL Server Reporting Services can utilize Analysis Cubes as a data source.
- Analysis Cubes can provide information for Balanced Scorecards.
By leveraging the Office Excel Add-in for Analysis Services, people can build powerful interactive dashboards, such as the one shown below.

![Dashboard Image]

This functionality enables users to set a cell within Office Excel to a value in your accounting system. For example, cell C7 in the dashboard above is equal to sales in January. One or more restrictions, such as the Company or Salesperson drop-downs in the top left corner of the dashboard, can be used to recalculate that cell—for example, sales for a specific territory or only sales of a particular item class.

Analysis Cubes also can be used as a data source for pivot tables. Pivot tables can be created using the Pivot Table Creator window in Microsoft Dynamics GP or they can be created directly in Office Excel. The pivot table shown below was configured to automatically open by clicking on the Sales by Item Class graph on the dashboard above.

![Pivot Table Image]

Analysis Cubes can also be accessed by SQL Server Reporting Services to provide Web-based reporting and analysis, printed reports, or scheduled e-mail distribution of information.

Below is an example of an Accounts Receivable Aging report that can be accessed online or e-mailed to a salesperson, providing aging information for their customers. By clicking on any of the customers listed in
In this report, users can drill down to the detailed transactions that make up that customer's outstanding balance.

**Plan**

Planning capabilities—budgeting, forecasting, and preparing for the future—are closely tied to monitoring and analysis. The ongoing work of comparing budgets, forecasts, and plans to actual performance is essential to business success, as is making adjustments to existing budgets and forecasts on the basis of new data and analyses. Microsoft Dynamics GP helps businesses stay competitive and move forward with confidence by providing a range of flexible, security-enhanced planning tools.

**Microsoft Forecaster**

Microsoft Forecaster is a fast and affordable budgeting and planning application that helps organizations take control of their finances, contain costs, and keep business performance on target. Equipped with Microsoft Forecaster, companies can budget and plan for the future more efficiently and accurately.

With Microsoft Forecaster, frontline managers can build budgets based on their specific objectives and first-hand knowledge of market conditions. The result: improved accuracy and a higher level of commitment to the budget from those responsible for delivering against it. Microsoft Forecaster also makes it much easier to adjust forecasts and budgets given changes in the business climate, enabling these same managers to respond more effectively.

As shown below, a familiar user interface that looks and feels like Office Excel can help new users get up and running quickly. Built-in collaboration capabilities can help your company save time and help improve the quality and accuracy of the final budget. People across your organization can take advantage of collaboration features such as automatic e-mail notification of upcoming deadlines and a centralized location for posting guidelines. Customizable workflow features help budget administrators keep budget contributors on track. Business managers can see at a glance how their departments are progressing with
budget input goals. Predefined security assignments and routings safeguard your data, helping to ensure that sensitive information is provided only to those authorized to view it.

Through the use of supplemental memos and line-item detail, managers can understand the rationale behind important numbers and assumptions made by other department managers, helping reduce time spent in meetings. Department managers can interact with each other to help ensure that their budgets complement one another. For example, if a department budgets for a new program that impacts other departments, all budgets can reflect the impact of the new program.

Managers can input their own numbers and easily make changes to their cost centers by entering data directly into accounts or by using copy/grow functions, calculated accounts, or spreadback methods. In addition to improving the accuracy of the numbers, Microsoft Forecaster helps improve the quality of the numbers, because totals and consolidated numbers are available for reporting as soon as they are entered. If any problems arise or adjustments are required, changes can be made immediately by users who understand the numbers. Budget administrators can make an adjustment that ripples through the entire plan by entering a dollar or percentage of change. As a result, budgets can be completed quickly, yet allow for additional iterations.

With Microsoft Forecaster, budgeting and planning is time well spent. By accessing up-to-date and historical information from your organization’s general ledger and financial reports, employees can budget and plan with accuracy. This helps users and budget analysts save valuable time. In addition, it can help your organization shorten its budget time cycle, reduce printing and mailing costs, and create valid, accurate budgets that tie directly to your strategic plans and help you reach business goals.

Microsoft Enterprise Reporting

Microsoft Enterprise Reporting for Microsoft Dynamics GP helps your organization gain tighter control of consolidations, financial reporting, and budgeting across the enterprise. Smooth integration across your business solution provides all employees—from CEOs and CFOs to data entry workers—with the information they need—when, where, and how they need it.
Access current, consolidated data. Import data from multiple data sources into the Enterprise Reporting database, reducing the need for redundant data entry. Automated checks for updated data ensure that the information you access is always current.

Empower decision makers. Make better decisions by presenting critical business intelligence in a meaningful way. Graphical representations of key performance indicators enable decision makers to visualize trends, patterns, and relationships that impact the bottom line and enhance strategic planning.

Get information when you need it. View, modify, and analyze business data anywhere, anytime via a Web browser. Remotely process or schedule report packages for distribution in a variety of formats, including print or e-mail attachments.

Analyze data more effectively. Interpret data using a rich set of data analysis tools, including Office Excel and Microsoft Enterprise Reporting Cube Designer for generating OLAP cubes.

Report Writer

Report Writer in Microsoft Dynamics GP makes it easy to create and publish customized reports that enable people to analyze every aspect of your business, pinpointing the exact information needed to increase productivity and make effective business decisions. A built-in component of System Manager, Report Writer provides core reporting capabilities and enables easy customization for the 2000+ standard reports included with Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Stay on top of your business. Analyze your business issues more effectively, with complete freedom to modify your existing reports or create new ones that pinpoint the information needed to make your business more successful.
Create compelling data views. Make reports consistent over your entire organization or create customized versions of reports for specific individuals or groups, with targeted information designed to meet their specific needs.

Publish reports how and when you need them. Publish reports immediately, on a recurring basis, or selectively, in a variety of file formats, including HTML and PDF.

Improve reporting efficiency without interrupting productivity. Enable your people to work while their reports are being published with automated scheduling, processing, and overdue notification.

Provide security-enhanced, shared access to information. Share reports with decision makers throughout the organization by posting them online with role-tailored access.

Conclusion

Microsoft Dynamics GP delivers a wide range of business intelligence capabilities to foster strategic insight. Some of these reporting and analysis tools are delivered as part of the core Microsoft Dynamics GP application, while others are offered as additional products that extend the Microsoft Dynamics GP solution. The tools your organization selects will depend on your specific business needs and goals. Whatever solution you identify as best for your needs, you can move forward with confidence, knowing that your people are equipped to effectively monitor, analyze, and plan—the three activities essential to making the fast, informed decisions that fuel success today and strengthen your business for the future.